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ABSTRACT

The aim of this software is giving the possibility to the
user, without any particular proficiencies in programming,
to design and modeling sounds by means of the combina-
tion of elementary and complex units. Therefore, the con-
cept of Salokin is similar to other software already avail-
able such as Pure Data, Max/MSP, OpenMusic, Symbolic
Sound Kyma and Native Instruments Reaktor [1]. As a
matter of fact, they all offer a graphical user interface to
manipulate block structures and generate music and sounds.

1. INTRODUCTION

The usable units in this software are basic components
such as, for example, different kinds of oscillators (sine
oscillator, square oscillator, triangle oscillator and so forth)
and more sophisticated ones like effects and synthesis tech-
niques, not to mention the possibility for the user to create
his personal model and reuse it in different contexts, by
saving it as an external file. In particular, each component
can be considered as a variable inasmuch they are iden-
tified uniquely by a tuple of names (the name of the unit
and the name of the layer container), that’s the reason why
this software can be considered as a graphical program-
ming language for sound synthesis. The structure of Sa-
lokin presents the possibility of an eventual expansion in
the future: new components can be easily added. In fact,
the single units were built considering Unit Generators of
JSyn library [2] [3]. Then, the software can automatically
convert them into graphical components that can be ma-
nipulated by the user. In order to listen to the synthesized
sound, a modality with oscilloscope and sliders (to modify
the parameters) and another lighter modality without these
features are available. Since the logical part of the soft-
ware is referred to a common data structure based on JSyn
synthesizer [2], extensions and improvements can be im-
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plemented in the future. The inspiration for this software is
due mainly to the structure of JSyn’s Unit Generators. As
a matter of fact, this library presents the single units with
input and output gates [2] that can be arbitrarily intercon-
nected to process the signal. This is an evident analogy to
the way the circuits are designed in electronics, especially
regarding the logic ports in logic nets [4] [5] and block sys-
tems [6]. Consequently, the purpose of this project became
creating a graphical user interface and implementing other
higher level effects to give the possibility to everyone to
process sounds digitally. Hence, the purpose is quite sim-
ilar to Miller Puckette’s software Max MSP [7] and Pure
Data [8]. Particularly, Pure Data deserves a further focus,
inasmuch it has a better management of data structures [9].
Salokin and Pure Data have a similar purpose with a sim-
ilar idea of units connected by means of ports (see figure
1). Nevertheless, the basic mechanisms are quite differ-
ent. First at all, Pure Data allows to interact directly to the
blocks to produce effects (such as playing notes, chang-
ing numbers, creating metros, creating messages and so
on) [10]. Instead, the graph structure of Salokin was not
created considering this objective, but mostly as a tool for
pure design of sounds (and only in a second moment, by
means of the oscilloscope, it is possible hearing and manip-
ulating the output). Another relevant difference is that in
Pure Data are available different types of variables, such as
integers, floats, strings, lists and so on. Instead, in Salokin,
everything can be considered as a signal. For example, a
numeric variable is actually a constant signal.

A particular limit of this new software that should be
overcome is the impossibility to use the results into other
software. Fortunately, in the future, it will be possibe creat-
ing functionalities to export the audio file of the designed
sound or also converting the logical structure of Salokin
into another programming language (such as C++, JAVA,
and so on). From the point of view of the graphical user
interface, this software presents more user-friendly menus
than Pure Data and mostly an architecture of layers that
allows to work only on the desired portion of the sound
and eventually to export only a part of the current work.
This is possible because in Salokin the units are consid-
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Figure 1. An example of Pure Data graphical code that
shows how it is possible to generate music.

ered unique instances as variables, while this is not true
in Pure Data, where the single units cannot be referenced
exclusively. Another software with a similar purpose is
Faust. It doesn’t present only a block diagram, but also a
functional programming language that is not available in
Salokin. Also, Faust has a high level of exportability [11].
On the other hand, the system of layers of Salokin allows
a higher level of visual customization, since the user can
freely manage the units into the diagram. Other two soft-
ware is worth to mention inasmuch have common features
are OpenMusic and Jamoma. OpenMusic was born as a
composition-assisted software, so in a sense complemen-
tary to sound design software, because it was almost fo-
cused on the manipulation of musical notation by means
of a block diagram [12]. Only recently, with the imple-
mentation of specific libraries, OpenMusic is able to of-
fer the possibility to carry out sound processing tasks [13].
Instead, Jamoma is essentially a Max/MSP patch used to
improve the exchangeability, the sharing and the flexibility
by means of a modular system and a graphical user inter-
face that gives visual feedbacks regarding the interaction
with the modules [14]. Moreover, it is possible to explore
digital signal processing also by mean of general purpose
software. A very well-known example is LabVIEW. It was
conceived in the ’80 as an engineering software with a
block graphical user interface paradigm that allowed the
implementation of mathematical functions and signal pro-
cessing. At the beginning, it was mostly exploited in the
field of electrical engineering, but successively it became
an important tool for audio engineering too [15]. Conse-
quently, nowaday it is used also for a teaching purpose of
signal digital processing in audio engineering institutions.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE GRAPHICAL USER
INTERFACE

The graphical user interface is composed essentially in four
sections: the top bar (at the top), the menu panel (at left),

Figure 2. The four main components of graphical user
interface: top bar, menu panel, diagram panel and the
workspace.

the diagram panel (at centre) and the workspace (at right)
(see figure 2).

2.1 Menu Panel

The menu panel is an essential component because it al-
lows to the user to select the type of elementary units to add
to the diagram panel as integrant part of the sound design.
The units are subdivided in different categories: the in-
put/output category, the oscillators category, the filters cat-
egory, the noises category, the mathematics category and
the effects category.

The input/output category is related to the ways of ”feed-
ing” the net of units and the ways to output the final result.
For example, ”Channel In” and ”Line In” (based on Chan-
nelIn [2] and LineIn [2] UnitGenerators of JSyn) allow to
the user to take over sounds from the microphone. Con-
versely, ”Channel Out” and ”Line Out” (based on Chan-
nelOut [2] and LineOut [2] UnitGenerators) are useful to
send in output, to the speakers of the computer, the sound.
Since, as I mentioned in the introduction, the aim was to
create a graphical programming language, variables and
constants have a fundamental role. They both are simply
constant signal generators, but the main difference is how
they are interpreted by the oscilloscope section. As a mat-
ter of fact, the constant is interpreted as a signal with a
value that cannot be modified by the user during the simu-
lation. Conversely, the variables are interpreted as signals
that can be modified during the oscilloscope simulation, by
means of automatically generated sliders.

The oscillators category makes available many different
types of oscillators already implemented into the JSyn li-
brary such as sine oscillator [2], impulse oscillator [2],
square oscillator [2], square oscillator band limited [2],
sawtooth oscillator [2], sawtooth oscillator band limited
[2], sawtooth oscillator differentiated parabolic waveform
[2], pulse oscillator [2], pulse oscillator band limited [2],



Figure 3. Pointer modality icon, Add modality icon, Create
Link modality icon, Remove Link modality icon from left
to right.

triangle oscillator [2].
The filters category presents different kinds of filters such

as low pass filter [2], high pass filter [2], all pass filter [2],
comb filter finite impulse response [16] and comb filter in-
finite impulse response [16].

The noise category contains the most common types of
noises, such as white noise [2], red noise [2], pink noise [2]
and brown noise [2].

Mathematics category allows to accomplish mathemati-
cal operations between the output of different units. Some
examples are the addition [2], the subtraction [2], the mul-
tiplication [2], the addition and multiplication (simply a
product followed by a sum) [2], the division [2], the mini-
mum [2], the maximum [2], the comparison [2], the linear
ramp [2] and the exponential ramp [2].

Finally, in the effects category there is the implementa-
tion of some not elementary sound processing effects, like
envelope attack/decay [2], envelope DAHDSR [2], Fre-
quency Modulation Synthesis [16], Ring Modulation Syn-
thesis [16], Amplitude Modulation Synthesis [16].

2.2 Diagram Panel

The diagram panel is the central component where it is
possible to visualize and manipulate the units which form
the sound design. Essentially, it is composed by two main
parts: the tool bar and the actual diagram container.

2.3 Tool Bar

The tool bar is extremely important because it allows to
select the modality in which the user will be able to operate
(see figure 3). There are four possible modalities:

• The ”Pointer modality” makes possible to carry out
all the different tasks related to the visualization and
the position of the graphical units. For example,
when this modality is selected, the user can navigate

across the diagram, zoom in and zoom out the per-
spective, select one or more units at the same time,
move units etc.

• The ”Add modality” allows to insert into the dia-
gram new units. Obviously, in order to use this modal-
ity correctly, it is necessary having a type of unit se-
lected into the menu and a layer selected into the
workspace(the unit will be generated automatically
into the layer with a temporary variable name that
can be successively changed by the user).

• The ”Create Link” modality is useful to create the
interconnections between different units. When this
modality is active, the user can define the links by
dragging the mouse from an output port to an input
port (it is not valid the contrary). An output port
can have relations with more than one input port, in-
stead an input port can be connected exclusively to a
given output port. In case of ports without intercon-
nections, default values are considered, according to
JSyn convention.

• The ”Remove Link” modality has an opposite func-
tionality to ”Create Link” modality. In fact, it allows
to the user to remove the links between an input port
and an output port (clearly, if it exists).

Other information can be visualized here such as the posi-
tion of the top-left point of the diagram and the dimension
scale (related to the reference system considered into the
program).

2.4 Diagram panel container

This is the section of the software where it is possible to
manipulate the shape of the diagram, or rather changing
units position, creating connections and so forth. As a re-
sult, the user can visually control the design of the sound
from here (see figure 4). Therefore, in this section the user
can exploit all the possibilities of interaction offered by Sa-
lokin. For example, navigating across the diagram, zoom
in and zoom out the scene, making a single or a multiple
selection, making a deselection, displaying units and ports
name, adding new units, creating connections, removing
connections, moving units etc.

3. WORKSPACE

3.1 Layers and Units

The workspace is the part of the software comprehensive
of the structure of the units. The units are variables and
they are gather into groups called layers (see figure 5). As
just explained, a layer is composed by a set of units and it



Figure 4. Here an example of a simple net of units gener-
ating a beating effect from two sine oscillators.

is identified by a unique name (this means that cannot exist
two different layers with the same name). It is important to
outline this peculiarity, inasmuch the name of the layer is
an essential component to access the data structure where
the logical information is stored. Consequently, it is pos-
sible to apply functionalities on the layer or on the units
contained in it. The units have a bijective relation with the
blocks into the diagram, therefore if the user carries out
operations on the units in the workspace, the effect will be
visible in the diagram panel as well. The units are uniquely
defined by two names: the name of the unit and the name
of the layer container. As a result, it is allowed having two
different units with the same name and a different name of
the container layer, but they cannot have both the same unit
name and the same layer name.

The layer panel into the workspace can be used for many
different purposes. For example, the units inside the unit
panel can be made visible or invisible as well as the blocks
into the diagram panel container. Furthermore, it is possi-
ble to remove the layers from the model (and consequently,
all the units contained into it). Similarly, by means of the
unit panel, it is allowed making visible or invisible the units
inside the diagram panel, changing the position of the di-
agram where the unit is located or removing it from the
model.

3.2 Features Panel

The features panel was studied for the types of unit that
need more information, or rather when input and output
ports are not enough to describe completely the behaviour
of the unit and consequently other attributes are necessary.
This is true, especially if there is a logic relation between
these parameters and they are not independent like hap-
pens in the case of the ports, inasmuch they can assume
different values regardless the conditions of the other ones.
For example, we can consider the Variable Unit: it needs
a current value, a minimum value and a maximum value.

Figure 5. At left the layer panel, where there is the list of
the layers. The outlined layer is the selcted one and the
icons can be used to accomplish operations on the layers.
At right the unit panel, where there is the list of the units.
In a similar way, it is possible to carry out operations on
the single units by means of the icon.

Figure 6. The features panel of a Variable Unit, the current
value must be between the minimum and the maximum
allowed values.

Obviously, the current value must be between the mini-
mum value and the maximum value and the first one must
be strictly minor than the second one (see figure 6).

4. TOP MENU

The top menu is essential to exploit all the possibilities of-
fered by Salokin, since in this section it is possible to ex-
port the data of the layers in external files. Successively,
such files can be imported in another work. For example,
the user can implement a sound and export it as a layer (or
a set of layers) and then import it (or them) into another
work (always as a layer or a set of layers). This has a cru-
cial relevance because in this way the user can customize
his sounds and doesn’t have the limits imposed by the el-
ementary units into the menu panel. A future work inher-
ent to the top menu is the implementation of a module to
export the output not only as a set of layers, but also in
an external format, readable and comprehensible by other
software.



Figure 7. The setting frame of the oscilloscope, here is
possible to select the variables that the user wants to ma-
nipulate in real-time, the output ports values to display on
the oscilloscope and the Unit to send in output.

Figure 8. The oscilloscope. At the top, the waveform of the
output ports selected in the probe panel. At the bottom, the
authomatically generated sliders to modify the parameters
to control in real-time.

5. OSCILLOSCOPE

The oscilloscope is one of the two modalities which allow
to simulate the sound that the user has designed in the di-
agram. In order to access to the oscilloscope frame, it is
required to click on the oscilloscope button in the tool bar
of the diagram. Preliminarily, a setting frame will allow
to select the variables to control and the output ports to vi-
sualize during the oscilloscope simulation (see figure 7).
Furthermore, it is necessary to select which unit to put in
output to hear the sound, generally a “line out” or a “chan-
nel out”. For the graphical part of the oscilloscope, the
AudioScope [2] class of JSyn was used, while sliders are
automatically and independently generated by the software
(see figure 8).

Once defined the settings, the oscilloscope can be launched.
At this point, variables previously selected in the setting
frame can be modulated and the waveform of the signals
related to selected output ports will be displayed.

Figure 9. The ”Play modality” has the same purpose of
oscilloscope: sending in output the designed signal. It is
computationally lighter, but less customizable.

6. PLAY

The ”Play modality” can be selected from the diagram tool
bar as well. It is quite similar to the oscilloscope modality,
but the main differences are the impossibility in having an
interaction with the variables and the output will not be
displayed. On the other hand, it is a lighter version from
a computational point of view (see figure 9). Moreover,
sample rate can be modified, while such option was not
allowed in the oscilloscope modality.

7. SOUND SYNTHESIS MECHANISMS

Until now, the mechanisms and the functionalities involved
into the graphical user interface were explained. Neverthe-
less, it is worth giving an accurate description of the pro-
cess related to the synthesis of audio behind the scenes. In
fact, in this way it is possible to understand why it is fea-
sible to extend the program with new elementary units. Or
rather, by adding them to the menu panel, making it al-
ways richer in the future. The synthesis of audio is based
on java library JSyn, which structure is mainly composed
by unit generators. UnitGenerator [2] is an abstract class
which defines all the possible units that can be added to
the synthesizer. As explained in the introduction, a fun-
damental property of the UnitGenerator is heaving input
ports and output ports, consequently the user is able to cre-
ate interconnections between them, in order to design the
sound. Therefore, by means of the extension of this class,
units with an autonomous and independent behaviour can
be conceived. In particular, to create appropriate customized
units for Salokin(such as the comb filter, for example), sub-
classes of UnitGenerator like UnitFilter [2] and Circuit [2]
(see figure 11) were extended. UnitFilter is an abstract
class that represents a filter, as a result it has a ”generate”
method in which values from the input port can be read in
a stream and, consequently, the elaboration of the signal



Figure 10. This is an example of a customized unit by
extending Circuit class. In particular, it is the frequency
modulation included into the software.

Figure 11. Here the diagram to explain the hierarchical
structure for units customization. The outlined ones are
customized.

can be written on the output port. A fundamental prob-
lem of UnitFilter is that it is suitable only to define some
types of filters, since it has only one input port and only
one output port. Instead, Circuit abstract class is a more
general version. As a matter of fact, customized input and
output ports can be added to the model. Also in this case,
there is a ”generate” method in which the input values can
be read and new values on the output ports can be writ-
ten (see figure 10). As already described before in this pa-
per, Salokin can automatically convert UnitGenerators into
graphical units to use into the diagram panel, menu panel
and workspace. Therefore, to increase the dimension of
the menu panel and making it richer, it is necessary only
writing the code of the new unit (for example by extending
Circuit class) and successively to insert it into the context
of the software, most of the components to make it work-
ing will be automatically generated.

8. APPLICATIONS

Undoubtedly, one of the most relevant applications of sound
synthesis and design for the future, it the so-called proce-
dural audio. This new field of study in audio engineering

will have a great impact on sound generation related to in-
teractive systems, such as videogames. In fact, the state of
the art is recording a massive amount of audio data to store.
Consequently, such data will be reconverted in sound in
a linear way. In particular, the chain to get the sound is
given by the sequence recording – mixing – process – mas-
ter. Conversely, procedural audio is a different approach
where the sound is algorithmically generated. As a result,
it is a synthetic sound that can represent whatever sound
can be imagined, from the simulation of musical instru-
ments or non-musical effect (such as rain, wind, thunders
and so forth) to sounds that neither exist in reality [17].
These sounds are obtained algorithmically from oscillators
and filters. Therefore, Salokin is suitable to carry out this
kind of tasks inasmuch its aim is exactly to allow the user
to design sounds from elementary components.

9. FUTURE WORKS

The purpose of Salokin is making available a user-friendly
graphical user interface to design the sound, so not nec-
essarily to directly produce music with it. An important
aim for the future is developing mechanisms to export the
sound designed in the context of this software also in other
software. This goal can be reached, as explained in the in-
troduction, by creating mechanisms to export audio files
and to convert the logical structure of the software into
other programming languages. Even if it is possible to cus-
tomize the sound by connecting the single units and then
exporting the layers involved into an external files, another
way to improve the program in the future will be to cre-
ate new elementary units into the menu panel to allow the
user to have immediately more elaborated units ready to be
used.

10. CONCLUSIONS

Salokin is a new born software, consequently other impor-
tant modules and extensions must be implemented in the
future to make it competitive with other more proven soft-
ware already available on the market. Nevertheless, the
modular flexible structure of the software is a strong basis
for future extensions. Moreover, the management of group
of units as individual layers makes easier the organization
and the customization of the sound design.
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